The data sources and an overview of the extensive data assembly processes involved are described in the accompanying publication. In summary, data were obtained from Cefas Data Owners / Stewards as folder/files and extracts from various operational databases and systems. 47 48
Data were processed to extract temperature records as described in the manuscript, with over 15,000 source files totalling ~ 15 G Bytes, reducing to some 100+ 'summary' files resulting from the extracts of the many and diverse, bespoke formats and/or Excel/.csv/.txt/.dat, data source files; each designed for the particular requirements of the data system involved. 49 50
Data processing included standardising formats, extracting reference fields, a minimum/maximum sense check process to detect system and sensor errors, a geographical sense check plot & Temperature .v. Time plots to examine outliers and data at inappropriate levels for the time of year. 51 52 # FILE DESCRIPTION 53 54 The total data set from all 17 sources was saved as an R file (.Rda) and this is used for the following code. 55 56
Code is written within my limited R coding experience and for accessibility rather than computational elegance or efficiency. This approach inevitably evolved as the coding requirements emerged so there are different ways of doing things, especially around controlling plot outputs (I started with *plot* ended with *ggplot* and had to 'solve' issues around discrete & continuous scales and over plotting). Please accept my apologies for any inelegance & inconsistency. 57 58
Similarly, the code is verbose and repetitive, e.g. when dealing with monthly plots. I recognise the use of loops would reduce this but they came late to the party and I initially, as recommended on numerous websites, avoided them as something else new. The use of lists would have shortened the code but these were deferred as part of the focus on the ends rather than the means. Any potential for errors in the copying and editing is mitigated by the clarity of each line being clear as to what it is doing. 59 60
The code provides sections on what was done to select data for plotting (maps and plots) with a separate section (chunk) for plots to the files used in the manuscript. I encountered ggplot output issues with multiple plots; my solution means that they don't appear in the compiled Markdown document and my 'quick fix' (reimporting the files) seems unnecessary as the aim of this document is to present and explain the code and data workings. load("CefasSWTdata20170707.Rda") # n = 10,680,821 87
SWTfinal <-CefasSWTdata20170707 # minimises my code editing arising from changes in the data following systematic and detailed QC checks using tempreature levels and month to remove anomalies that appeared in the plots as they were developed. 88 rm(CefasSWTdata20170707) # reduces memory overheads and chances of changes to core file 89 ``9 0 91 ## Read from .csv files 92 93
The following section is text rather than an R code *chunk* so it doesn't execute under the *knitr* compilation of the document. It is included to allow re-creation of the .Rda file above from the downloaded .csv "all data" file. 94 95 *** 96
CefasSWTdata20170707 <-read.csv("CefasSWTdata20170707sourceAll.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) *** 98 99
This provides an R data frame called *CefasSWTdata20170707* with 10,680, Following the initial selection of *marmap* as the source for basemaps, internal requests for changes to formatting resulted in the use of country overlays which created issues that were resolved by the overlaying of suitably coloured rectangles. These are defined here. 276 277
Some "tears" in the country overlays, e.g. the file for Russia generating a horizontal band (because, I believe, of an unclosed polygon from the Aleutian's) were dealt with by constraining the map size. ``3 08 309
All maps have used **marmap** plus darkgreen country overlays; this is consistent for all figures. 310 311 NOTE the density plot does not allow a scaled fill for the data AND, e.g. the use of a simple fill for the topography, e.g. "etopo". Issues were also encountered in retaining the bathymetry & with over plots of land which were needed to mask "smear" from point plots and the (clearly impossible) land components of the density plots. The resulting combination of *marmap* and density plots resulted in compromises and quick fixes that exemplify the *it's ugly but it works* issues that arise between professional coders and scientists who code. The option of using the single world map from GADM requires dealing with shape files, another 'extension' in coding that was time constrained and hence not used. 312 313 ## Download the Country polygons 314 315
As indicated above this is a less than elegant way of working around issues that arose from the initial selection of *marmap* and the subsequent requirement for density plots. 316 317 **Acquire and "fortify" the Country polygons** 318 319
GADM is the spatial database of Global Administrative Areas (http://www.gadm.org/) and is accessed using the *sp* package. ALBcoast <-readRDS("ALB_adm0.rds") 327
ARMcoast <-readRDS("ARM_adm0.rds") 328
AUTcoast <-readRDS("AUT_adm0.rds") 329
AZEcoast <-readRDS("AZE_adm0.rds") 330
BELcoast <-readRDS("BEL_adm0.rds") 331
BGRcoast <-readRDS("BGR_adm0.rds") 332
BIHcoast <-readRDS("BIH_adm0.rds") 333
BLRcoast <-readRDS("BLR_adm0.rds") 334
CANcoast <-readRDS("CAN_adm0.rds") 335
CHEcoast <-readRDS("CHE_adm0.rds") 336
DEUcoast <-readRDS("DEU_adm0.rds") 337
DNKcoast <-readRDS("DNK_adm0.rds") 338
ESPcoast <-readRDS("ESP_adm0.rds") 339
ESTcoast <-readRDS("EST_adm0.rds") 340
FINcoast <-readRDS("FIN_adm0.rds") 341
FRAcoast <-readRDS("FRA_adm0.rds") 342
FROcoast <-readRDS("FRO_adm0.rds") 343
GBRcoast <-readRDS("GBR_adm0.rds") 344
GRCcoast <-readRDS("GRC_adm0.rds") 345
GEOcoast <-readRDS("GEO_adm0.rds") 346
GRLcoast <-readRDS("GRL_adm0.rds") 347
HRVcoast <-readRDS("HRV_adm0.rds") 348
HUNcoast <-readRDS("HUN_adm0.rds") 349
IMNcoast <-readRDS("IMN_adm0.rds") 350
IRLcoast <-readRDS("IRL_adm0.rds") 351
IRNcoast <-readRDS("IRN_adm0.rds") 352
ISLcoast <-readRDS("ISL_adm0.rds") 353
ITAcoast <-readRDS("ITA_adm0.rds") 354
KAZcoast <-readRDS("KAZ_adm0.rds") 355
LIEcoast <-readRDS("LIE_adm0.rds") 356
LTUcoast <-readRDS("LTU_adm0.rds") 357
LUXcoast <-readRDS("LUX_adm0.rds") LVAcoast <-readRDS("LVA_adm0.rds") 359
MDAcoast <-readRDS("MDA_adm0.rds") 360
MKDcoast <-readRDS("MKD_adm0.rds") 361
MNEcoast <-readRDS("MNE_adm0.rds") 362
NLDcoast <-readRDS("NLD_adm0.rds") 363
NORcoast <-readRDS("NOR_adm0.rds") 364
POLcoast <-readRDS("POL_adm0.rds") 365
PRTcoast <-readRDS("PRT_adm0.rds") 366
ROUcoast <-readRDS("ROU_adm0.rds") 367
RUScoast <-readRDS("RUS_adm0.rds") 368
SJMcoast <-readRDS("SJM_adm0.rds") 369
SRBcoast <-readRDS("SRB_adm0.rds") 370
SVKcoast <-readRDS("SVK_adm0.rds") 371
SVNcoast <-readRDS("SVN_adm0.rds") 372
SWEcoast <-readRDS("SWE_adm0.rds") 373
TKMcoast <-readRDS("TKM_adm0.rds") 374
TURcoast <-readRDS("TUR_adm0.rds") 375
UKRcoast <-readRDS("UKR_adm0.rds") 376
XKOcoast <-readRDS("XKO_adm0.rds") 377 # 378 # proj4string(GBRcoast) # confirms WGS84 379 # GBRmerc <-spTransform(GBRcoast, CRS("+init=epsg:3395")) # not needed 380 # 381 ALB <-fortify(ALBcoast,id="id") 382 ARM <-fortify(ARMcoast,id="id") 383
AUT <-fortify(AUTcoast,id="id") 384 AZE <-fortify(AZEcoast,id="id") 385
BEL <-fortify(BELcoast,id="id") 386
BGR <-fortify(BGRcoast,id="id") 387
BIH <-fortify(BIHcoast,id="id") 388
BLR <-fortify(BLRcoast,id="id") 389 CAN <-fortify(CANcoast,id="id") 390 CHE <-fortify(CHEcoast,id="id") 391 DEU <-fortify(DEUcoast,id="id") 392 DNK <-fortify(DNKcoast,id="id") 393
ESP <-fortify(ESPcoast,id="id") 394
EST <-fortify(ESTcoast,id="id") 395 FIN <-fortify(FINcoast,id="id") 396
FRA <-fortify(FRAcoast,id="id") 397
FRO <-fortify(FROcoast,id="id") 398 GBR <-fortify(GBRcoast,id="id") 399 GRC <-fortify(GRCcoast,id="id") 400
GEO <-fortify(GEOcoast,id="id") 401 GRL <-fortify(GRLcoast,id="id") 402
HRV <-fortify(HRVcoast,id="id") 403 HUN <-fortify(HUNcoast,id="id") 404 IMN <-fortify(IMNcoast,id="id") 405 IRL <-fortify(IRLcoast,id="id") 406 IRN <-fortify(IRNcoast,id="id") 407 ISL <-fortify(ISLcoast,id="id") 408
ITA <-fortify(ITAcoast,id="id") 409 KAZ <-fortify(KAZcoast,id="id") 410 LIE <-fortify(LIEcoast,id="id") 411 LTU <-fortify(LTUcoast,id="id") 412
LVA <-fortify(LVAcoast,id="id") 413 LUX <-fortify(LUXcoast,id="id") 414
MDA <-fortify(MDAcoast,id="id") 415
MKD <-fortify(MKDcoast,id="id") 416 MNE <-fortify(MNEcoast,id="id") 417 NLD <-fortify(NLDcoast,id="id") 418 NOR <-fortify(NORcoast,id="id") 419 POL <-fortify(POLcoast,id="id") 420
PRT <-fortify(PRTcoast,id="id") 421 ROU <-fortify(ROUcoast,id="id") 422 RUS <-fortify(RUScoast,id="id") 423 SJM <-fortify(SJMcoast,id="id") 424 SRB <-fortify(SRBcoast,id="id") 425 SVK <-fortify(SVKcoast,id="id") 426 SVN <-fortify(SVNcoast,id="id") 427 SWE <-fortify(SWEcoast,id="id") 428 TKM <-fortify(TKMcoast,id="id") 429 TUR <-fortify(TURcoast,id="id") 430 UKR <-fortify(UKRcoast,id="id") XKO <-fortify(XKOcoast,id="id") 
